was "discourse"; moreover, Stipp associates this idiom with the label "parenetic." Since "parenetic" is typically defined as hortatory and persuasive, and often used in relation to pedagogical, perhaps wisdom-related, instruction material, it is worth reflecting on what this actually means in the context of Jeremiah. What kind of a discourse are we talking about in terms of the sections analyzed by Stipp?
In particular, I would be interested in hearing what Stipp's claim of the restricted use of a specialized idiom tells us about the purpose of deuteroJeremianic texts, now known from a context associated with prophecy. Does the Deuteronomistic language have an affinity of some kind with the category of wisdom, which seems to resist strict generic classification?1 Does the idiom imply that these sections of Jeremiah serve as instruments for some kind of divine paideia, that is to say, education and cultivation of the audience believed to originate from God, Israel's divine instructor?
The second question to be addressed pertains to the definition of the heuristic concept of "Deuteronomistic." On account of his textual observations, Stipp admits that "[t]he demarcation of Deuteronomism is ultimately a matter of definition," but nevertheless continues to conclude that "[i]f the adjective 'Deuteronomistic' is meant to retain its distinctive force, it cannot be employed as an umbrella term for all texts using the relevant vocabulary. Rather, a set of criteria needs to be set out for discriminating proper Dtr texts from similar but different phenomena."2 This argument about the need to retain the "distinctive force" of "Deuteronomistic" reminds me somewhat of the discussion on the phenomenon of rewriting, which has been lively in the past decades among those who work with the Dead Sea Scrolls and related material. Scholars have argued over whether the modern concept of rewriting should be understood as referring to a strictly defined literary genre or to a broad literary process with a sliding scale of interpretative texts. Some have feared that the term becomes too vague if used in an inclusive manner.3 On the other hand, the categorization of
